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ABSTRACT

Irish policymakers interest in the concept of industrial clusters dates back to the Culliton Report, which recommended the promotion of industrial clusters focused on niches of national competitive advantage. This view of agglomeration economies based on industrial clusters derives largely from the work of Michael Porter. Given the widespread use in the term ‘cluster’, Doyle and Fanning review the evolution of this concept, and outline the international and Irish evidence regarding the existence of Porterian clusters. The authors conclude that while there is little evidence that such clusters have had a significant effect on productivity growth in Ireland, the research to date has been inadequate, and has been hampered by a lack of appropriate data.
16.1 Introduction

This chapter focuses on the concept of ‘clusters’ as a tool for economic analysis and guiding development policy. It has been widely used in many policy reports, for example in the Culliton Report, and referred to in many Irish business support programmes as desirable or necessary to improve productivity. This line of thought has been heavily influenced by Michael Porter, especially by his Competitive Advantage of Nations (1990). Yet the notion of the cluster is often used with different connotations to that meant when the term was used and defined by Michael Porter. Indeed from the nine inclusions of ‘cluster’ in the Enterprise Strategy Group Report (2004) it is not at all obvious that either the meaning or implications of the cluster concept, in Porter’s terms, were intended. In research circles, the concept has also proved problematic and generated a substantial literature debating its merits and shortcomings.¹

The context in which the cluster is founded and from which it takes its meaning must be understood to appreciate its purpose and its usefulness as a tool of analysis. We explain the concept as grounded in the work of Michael Porter, from its introduction in 1990 through to its current and ongoing progression. The setting of the cluster within a theory for economic development that is being developed by Porter is also provided.

International and Irish evidence from the array of research generated by cluster-based analyses is summarised. The mainly negative findings on clusters evident in Irish studies is re-examined in the light of our discussion of the relevance and purpose of using clusters as a lens through which to view economic and business development. Some implications for development in policymaking in Ireland are outlined.

16.2 Porter’s Clusters – Definition and Foundations

Irish policymakers interest in the cluster concept dates back to 1992 with the publication of the Culliton Report, which recommended the promotion of industrial clusters focused on niches of national competitive advantage. Culliton’s views were based on Michael Porter’s 1990 book, The Competitive Advantage of Nations, where the cluster was introduced in the context of national competitiveness.

Porter’s focus was on why a nation becomes “the home base for successful international competitors in an industry?” (1990: 1). In answering the question, Porter observed that:

A nation’s successful industries are usually linked through vertical (buyer/supplier) or horizontal (common customers, technology, channels, etc.) relationships...The phenomenon of industry clustering is so pervasive that it appears to be a central feature of advanced national economies (Porter 1990: 149).
For the purposes of this chapter, the definition of clusters used follows Porter, as cited above and in later work, where he outlines two specific elements constituting a cluster:

Critical masses - in one place - of unusual competitive success in particular fields...Clusters are geographic concentrations of interconnected companies and institutions in a particular field. Clusters encompass an array of linked industries and other entities important to competition (1998: 78).

Porter observed that competitive success of companies in particular ‘fields’ coincided with strong clusters. Porter is unequivocal in defining success in terms of productivity and productivity growth relative to rivals. The above definitions correspond to the question Porter wished to answer regarding the location of successful international competitors. Although Porter set out to identify the causes of national competitive advantage, it is not the only context in which the cluster has relevance. Clustering is appropriate for considering related but distinct issues of industry and regional development that include business and/or industry origins, evolution and decline.

The nature of interconnection can vary across cluster members, which makes a simple definition challenging, but the impact of interaction is seen in the contribution made to cluster members’ individual and overall competitiveness. A cluster may include producers of goods or services, their specialised suppliers, service providers and any associated institutions, from industry or trade associations to universities and standard-setting agencies, normally within the boundaries of a country or across a region. Cluster members may compete with other members in their field or support the competitiveness of other cluster members by resource-sharing. A key feature of Porter’s cluster concept is that co-operation as well as competition underlies cluster activities allowing member firms to have higher productivity than would otherwise be possible.

The essence of the cluster concept has its roots in work on what Marshall, as far back as 1890, called ‘externalities of specialised industrial locations’ (Marshall, 1920). Somewhat paradoxically in the current context of increasingly globalised markets, firm location and interdependence are significant explanations of their competitive performance according to cluster theory. Location is one of the few sources of differentiation that competitors outside a cluster are unable to imitate. Porter’s cluster concept includes elements of location, competition, co-operation and strong relative performance in a manner that was not otherwise conceptualised, but recognising that: “most past theories address particular aspects of clusters or clusters of a particular type” (1998: 208).

Furthermore, by grounding the concept in productivity, a link appears across Porter’s separate research streams at the level of firms, industries and locations in a comprehensive and integrated framework.
16.3 Identifying Clusters

The cluster can be considered from the business-based perspective on social structure offered by Herbert Simon.\(^5\)

A mythical visitor from Mars approaches the Earth from space, equipped with a telescope that reveals social structures. The firms reveal themselves, say, as solid green areas with faint interior contours marking out divisions and departments. Market transactions show as red lines connecting firms, forming a network in the spaces between them. Within firms (and perhaps even between them) the approaching visitor also sees pale blue lines, the lines of authority connecting bosses with various levels of workers…No matter whether our visitor approached the United States or the Soviet Union, urban China, or the European Community, the greater part of the space below it would be within the green areas, for almost all of the inhabitants would be employees, hence inside the firm boundaries. Organizations would be dominant feature of the landscape. A message sent back home, describing the scene, would speak of ‘large green areas interconnected by red lines’.

Extending this thought experiment, ‘the large green areas’ delineating firms would be further connected by market, technology or resource relationships - not necessarily market transactions - that not only allow but stimulate and facilitate firms to improve productivity, innovation and enhance the business environment.

Artefacts of clusters may be found in countries, states, regions, counties, or cities. Clusters may occur in small local industries or large international industries. They characterise small or large economies and tend to be most developed in advanced economies. In practice, precisely how and how well clusters function varies across regions as well as across industries within regions.

The identification of cluster boundaries goes beyond standard industrial reporting or classification systems commonly used to delineate industries from each other (e.g. Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)). This point is central to analysing any economic region using the cluster concept because the general purpose of classification systems is to provide a framework for the collection, tabulation, presentation and analysis of data. Their purpose is not to describe the structure of economic activity, or economic interactions in a location, or to assist in identification of the determinants of successful business or industries. For example, two businesses producing the same product may be classified into separate industries because the product may be both the principal product of one business and the secondary product of another or because industries may be defined in terms of the production process used (Nijhowne, 1997). Businesses using a vertically integrated production process may produce the same product as others in their industry that purchases the unfinished product and further process it. Some of the tension between classification systems of economic activity and how economies actually function based on businesses’ operations, activities and relationships are addressed in the cluster concept.
Since such standard classifications do not identify the value-adding cross-industry transactions or linkages that characterise the activities of many firms, moving from the cluster concept to its measurement is difficult. This is reflected in how Porter’s methods for cluster identification and measurement have developed and progressed over time (consider Porter, 1990 and Porter, 2003). Researchers grappling with using the cluster concept are invariably faced with the challenge of dealing with the information and data available to them, usually provided in the format of ‘standard’ industry classifications, and attempt to interpret it or reorganise it in a manner appropriate to the cluster concept and identifying a cluster in particular locations.

16.4 Cluster Origins in the Economic Environment

The identification of locations with a distinctive business environment that influences how individual businesses choose to compete is a novel feature in Porter’s work. The cluster emerges from Porter’s analysis of the quality of the economic environment of a location for business and an appreciation of the concept requires that it be placed in this broader context. The factors that Porter included in his ‘Diamond’ framework for competitive advantage (the microeconomic business environment of firms and clusters) presented in Figure 16.1, facilitate or hinder the development of successful firms and clusters.

Both ‘chance’ (i.e. contingency), and ‘Government’ lie outside the ‘Diamond’ but impact on the business environment in determining business performance “in important ways” (Porter 1990: 73) and are also included here. Each ‘Diamond’ element may influence the other elements to generate an environment conducive, or not, to successful business performance. The cluster emerges ‘naturally’ as the result of interactions of ‘Diamond’ factors in a location and “the nature and depth of clusters varies with the state of development of the economy” (Porter 2005: 47). The cluster is intrinsically linked to and defined by the system of features described by the ‘Diamond’.
Porter’s ‘Diamond’ Framework: Microeconomic Business Environment

Source: Adapted from Figure 3.1: The Determinants of National Advantage, Porter, (1990: 72).

Porter (1998: 13) states that his “core set of ideas about competition ... contains a consistent perspective”. This is echoed in the emphasis of his contributions to the Global Competitiveness Programme of the World Economic Forum on location where he views the sophistication of companies operations and strategies and ‘Diamond’ conditions as the core features or determinants of competitiveness (Porter, 2004). So while average industry profitability is determined by the international structure of an industry (as in a ‘Five-Forces’ type analysis), local business conditions and operational and strategic decisions determine the relative productivity/profitability of resident businesses vis-à-vis competitors. Clusters fit into this perspective as their main benefits generate higher productivity for constituent firms, a better environment for innovation and productivity growth and stimulation of new business formation that serve to embed successful firms in their locations.

Those interested in local and regional economic development are aware of the abundance of cluster studies in which the word ‘cluster’ often has a meaning or definition other than that employed by Porter. Spatial definitions (agglomeration, urbanisation and localisation) lack the integration of competition, cooperative and strategic elements that are encompassed in the ‘Diamond’ perspective. Such studies emphasise our central point - a localised concentration of economic activity or employment in one or more classification codes (e.g. NACE 21211: Manufacture of corrugated paper and paperboard and corrugated board containers) is not the same as an industry cluster.

Porter argues that where strong clusters exist, they enhance productivity. Yet not every firm operates, or is presumed to operate, within what may be classified as a strong or active cluster. For a group of interrelated firms to qualify as a cluster four conditions must be met:

1. **Proximity**: Firms must be close enough geographically to allow for positive spillovers to be enjoyed and/or for resources to be shared;

2. **Market Relationship**: Firms must have a common goal (e.g. meeting the needs of the same market), or requiring highly skilled specialised labour in a specific field to benefit from interaction;
3. **Active Interaction**: Active relationships must be developed for positive cluster effects to emerge; and

4. **Critical Mass**: A sufficient number of participants must engage in active interactions before any meaningful or significant impact on company performance results. The number depends on the particular cluster, its location, its target market etc.

### 16.5 Refinement in Cluster Analysis

Porter (2003) extended his approach to analysing regional performance, according to the cluster concept, using a specially assembled US dataset. He does not attempt to test any particular hypotheses in this work but to examine the facts and relationships that have been contained in many theories such as how employment growth, industry composition, cluster activity and patenting rates across regions are related to levels and variations in performance, as measured by wages.

Regions were differentiated according to their structure of local, resource-dependent and traded industries. Local industries are defined as those that have similar shares of employment across most regions and represent over two thirds of US private sector employment. Resource-dependent industries tend to be located where resources are accessible and compete with other domestic or international locations but represent less than one per cent of employment. Traded industries’ locations (approximately one third of US employment) are not dependent on resources but are based on “broader competitive considerations, and employment concentration varies markedly by region” (Porter 2003: 559).

Porter found traded industries to be more geographically concentrated than local industries. Acknowledging that knowledge spillovers and other positive externalities that characterise clusters are difficult if not impossible to measure directly, Porter used the locational correlation of employment to identify pairs/groups of tightly linked industries, using judgement to identify clusters across industries and to avoid spurious relationships. Overall 41 traded clusters were identified averaging 29 industries in each, each with its own geographic employment configuration.

Marked differences were found in the mix of clusters in different regions (with regions’ wages strongly affected by their traded clusters that sell products or services across regions or internationally). Regional wage differences were driven by relative wages in traded industries while the mix of clusters in a region appeared less important in determining regional performance than relative wage levels. Only very recently have attempts been made to use Porter’s latest methods to systematically identify and map clusters in a comparable and internationally transferable manner.8
16.6 International Evidence on Cluster Initiatives

Internationally and across states and cities, practitioners and policymakers have embraced the cluster concept with a range of efforts aimed at improving regional growth and competitiveness. One evaluation of such projects is provided in The Cluster Initiative Greenbook based on a 2003 survey reporting on 250 cluster initiatives. The survey addressed issues such as the settings in which cluster initiatives evolved, the objective(s) pursued, the process as it unfolded, and the drivers of good performance. The majority of initiatives were quite recent. Of the initiatives active in 2003, almost three quarters were initiated in 1999 or later.

Initiatives were largely focused on technology-intensive sectors including IT, medical devices, production technology, communications equipment, biopharmaceuticals and automotive. The link with technology-intensive sectors/firms is reasonably logical since innovation processes can be well understood from a cluster perspective. Modern innovation is characterised as non-sequential interactions between combinations of companies, research institutions and universities. This is at variance with the ‘traditional’ approach where innovation was carried out by corporate research and development departments that turned basic research of universities into new applied products and processes. Vitally, however, clustering is not limited to such industries or sectors as it is the type of interactions between members and their effects that define the cluster, and not the end productive economic activity defined in terms of goods or services provision.

Survey results from Solvell et al. (2003) indicate that the goals of cluster initiatives were quite varied (see Table 16.1). Each of these factors targets one of the following six categories: (1) Research and networking; (2) Cluster expansion; (3) Innovation and technology; (4) Education and training; (5) Commercial co-operation; and (6) Policy action. Most clusters were observed to target objectives within at least four of the above six goals. One-third of cluster initiatives were instigated by government, slightly less (27 per cent) by industry or jointly in 35 per cent of cases. Financing of the initiatives came mostly from government (54 per cent), jointly from government and industry (25 per cent) or solely from industry (18 per cent).
Table 16.1: Goals of Cluster Initiatives (1 indicates the goal of greatest importance)

| 1. To foster networks among people | 2. To provide technical training |
| 3. To promote expansion of existing firms | 4. To provide management training |
| 5. To establish networks among firms | 6. To diffuse technology within the cluster |
| 7. To facilitate higher innovativeness | 8. To enhance production processes |
| 9. To promote innovation and new technologies | 10. To lobby government for infrastructure |
| 11. To attract new firms and talent to the region | 12. To improve FDI incentives |
| 13. To create a brand for the region | 14. To improve regulatory policy |
| 15. To promote cluster exports | 16. To provide incubator services |
| 17. To provide business assistance | 18. To lobby for subsidies |
| 19. To assemble market intelligence | 20. To co-ordinate purchasing |
| 21. To analyse technical trends | 22. To conduct private infrastructure projects |
| 23. To improve firms’ cluster awareness | 24. To establish technical standards |
| 25. To promote formation of spin-offs | 26. To reduce competition in the cluster |

Source: Figure 2 in Solvell et al. (2003).

Having engaged in cluster initiatives, 85 per cent of respondents agreed that the competitiveness of the cluster was enhanced and 89 per cent agreed that they helped the cluster to grow. In the case of 81 per cent of initiatives, the goals set at their outset were met. In four per cent of instances respondents were disappointed with reports of insignificant change.

Although cluster initiatives appear to offer potential for economic improvement, three key challenges were identified:

1. Setting objectives and monitoring performance;
2. Organising the clusters initiative process over time; and
3. Integrating the cluster initiative in a broader microeconomic policy agenda.

The tendency for cluster initiatives to achieve their stated goals is related to the extent to which these three issues are addressed.

16.7 Irish Clusters: Evidence and Implications

Several cluster-based studies have been carried out for Ireland, particularly in the last decade as international interest in cluster policy has mushroomed. The main studies include those summarised in Table 16.2.

The conclusions provide no convincing argument to support the existence of strong clusters in Ireland. In further support for this view, Ireland’s ranking in terms of cluster development was 27th of 110 countries in 2005, based on survey responses regarding supplier quantity, supplier quality, the local availability of process machinery and research services.11 This was somewhat lower than the Irish ranking of 21st for the Global Competitiveness Index, which indicated relative growth prospects over the next five to eight years.12
Two issues are raised by the cluster research conducted to date. First, two of the three cases addressed in Irish research (popular music and Irish dairy processing) cannot be regarded as competitive, as acknowledged by the authors. The failure to meet one potential requirement in applying a cluster approach, the ‘market test’ of competitive success, is a potential difficulty in studies that set out to apply a Porterian analysis to Irish clusters. The selection of non-competitive sectors in several studies implies the odds were stacked against finding clusters from the outset. It is also worth noting that the most unambiguously competitive industry (Software) was also found to be the most clustered. Second, in using data provided in standard classification formats, efforts to apply the cluster concept were absent from the studies. Properly grounded cluster analysis goes beyond the identification of backward or forward linkages or identifying where geographical concentrations of activities exist.

Table 16.2: Irish Cluster Studies and Findings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Donnellan (1994)</td>
<td>Examination of extent of clustering in Irish manufacturing and link to performance.</td>
<td>Evidence of clustering in food and wood &amp; printing only. Little association to performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Connell, Van Egaraat, and Enright (1997)</td>
<td>‘Diamond’ analysis of Irish dairy processing industry to investigate presence or extent of cluster activity.</td>
<td>“An Irish dairy cluster supported by an Irish ‘Diamond’ functioning as a system leading to innovation and sustained growth has not developed” (p.79).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Gorman, O’Malley and Mooney (1997)</td>
<td>‘Diamond’ analysis of Irish indigenous software industry to investigate presence or extent of cluster activity.</td>
<td>Industry is relatively successful and internationally competitive (p.52). “good reasons for concluding that the … industry can be regarded as part of a clustering phenomenon (p.50). “not quite a fully developed “cluster” in Porter’s strict sense of the term” (p.54).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A conclusion common to many studies is that Irish industrial policy should not be focused on the development of clusters and that the search for an alternative model for Irish industrial development should proceed, as relative success has been experienced by the Irish economy without the presence of established clusters. However, in the context of research to date, and the lack of availability of Irish cluster-based data, research of the Porter type has yet to be
conducted for Ireland. Without such analyses, it must be premature to conclude that a cluster-based approach to development is not relevant for policymaking purposes.

The scale of multinational contribution to Irish economic activity has been identified as problematic in applying the cluster concept since Porter largely excluded such plants and sectors in identifying clusters, although observing their potential to contribute to determining the competitive advantage(s) of a location. In his more recent work he emphasises that: “Productivity is the goal, not whether firms operating in the country are domestic or foreign-owned” (Porter, Ketels and Delgado, 2006: 52).

However, it is a matter for debate whether relevant commentary on related issues from 1990 may still have relevance.

A development strategy based solely on foreign multinationals may doom a nation to remaining a factor-driven economy. If reliance on foreign multinationals is too complete, the nation will not be the home base for any industry...The result of not developing more advanced forms of competitive advantage is a cap on economic development: rapid progress can be made, but it only goes so far...In Singapore and Ireland, my view is that the shift has been too little and too late. Neither nation has truly committed to the slow process of developing a broader base of indigenous firms (Porter, 1990: 679).

A further obstacle to applying Porter’s theory has been identified as the potential requirement to include relevant other countries – including, for example, the sources of productive factors, market destinations, home-base countries of multinational subsidiaries located in Ireland - in a super ‘Diamond’ given Ireland’s small open economy nature. Notwithstanding the profuse academic literature generated by such views, a review of Porter (1990) reveals that Denmark and Singapore, both small economies and the latter one of the most open in the world, were included in his analyses and subjected to analyses based on ‘Diamond’ and cluster approaches.

16.8 The Value and Challenges of Cluster-Based Analysis

The three issues at the heart of cluster-based analyses - competitiveness, productivity and innovation - can usefully be considered by perceiving the economy as organised around clusters. These issues are also central to policy concerns, as evident in Europe’s goal of becoming the world’s most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world by 2010 (as stated in the Lisbon goals). There appears to be a broad consensus that sound macroeconomic performance is necessary but insufficient to achieve productivity improvements across the EU and microeconomic issues are increasingly centre stage in policy discussion on competitiveness improvements. The sources or explanations of performance, and its absence, may be found from the examination of clusters and the characteristics of location, competition and cooperation that define them which are grounded in the microeconomic features of an economy, as organised in the ‘Diamond’ framework of locational characteristics.
The analysis of economies as systems of clusters, based on ‘Diamond’ conditions, affords policymakers an explicit framework on which to organise focussed policies and launch initiatives across main cluster players, from companies, to state agencies, universities, labour unions or industry associations, based squarely on how businesses conduct their competitive and co-operative activities. Cluster analysis focuses on important inter-firm linkages, complementarities, and spillovers in terms of technology, skills, information, marketing (among others) that describe the ongoing dynamic process of how firms compete.7 Such linkages and the actual and potential external benefits clusters can generate point to a scope for joint actions by companies, industry groups and/or government to support cluster development.

Despite the research conducted to date, it is our view that a comprehensive cluster analysis, following Porter, of the Irish economy has yet to be carried out. The limited information and evidence available indicates that Porterian clustering is not a widely experienced phenomenon in Ireland. Indeed, we could go so far as to say that a relatively small number of indigenous Irish firms are successful in the international economy. At the same time, it is clear that a considerable share of economic activity based in Ireland leverages competitive advantages effectively on national and international markets but the extent to which these advantages are grounded in elements of location, competition and co-operation remains to be examined.

This might lead to support for the conclusion that clustering is not a relevant policy direction for Ireland. Alternatively, it may be the case that temporary favourable factors, other than strong clustering, more than made up for its absence in the Irish experience. Improvements in economic management and rapid expansion in labour supply for which demand developed, largely due to production by multinational enterprises, are once-off sources of growth associated with the Celtic Tiger. It should be remembered, however, that despite these important recent contributions to growth, Irish productivity per worker averaged 3.5 per cent per annum between 1995 and 2004, similar to the figure over the period from 1947 to 2000.18 To explore how such rates can be at least maintained, in tandem with full employment, in an economy that has exhausted its catch-up potential, clustering may well prove to be a fruitful strategy.

16.9 Conclusions

A cluster-centred view of economic development poses particular challenges for policymakers. It makes redundant the notion that any specific industry or sector should be targeted by industrial policy since all clusters have the potential to contribute to prosperity and emphasises that business support programmes should best be structured to enhance the competitiveness of groups of related firms rather than individual businesses. Cluster-based thinking accords contributory roles to domestic and foreign companies which are both important in securing productivity improvements. The role of the policymaker in cluster-based economic development is to relax any identified impediments or constraints to productivity and to emphasise and enhance the cross-company linkages and complementarities that facilitate and generate business competitive advantage. This almost certainly implies a role for more cluster initiatives at sub-national and local levels and the development of trust not only by leaders and members of such initiatives in the policy sphere but also in the businesses that populate clusters since they are conduits for information and inputs on the barriers they face to developing their cluster.

For cluster-based economic growth, it is not the role of policymakers to impose cluster development on un-cooperative businesses. Should businesses themselves view clustering as a feasible and beneficial activity that could increase their probability of achieving competitive
success, then facilitation could be provided through state and business representative agencies with requisite responsibilities for supporting business development.

To examine the potential of cluster-based economic development, there is a need to identify existing, emerging and potential clusters, which cannot be done using available data and probably not through desk-research alone, pointing to the need for researchers to engage hands on with businesses and with policymakers in the cluster debate.

Notes

1  For example see Martin and Sunley (2003).
3  See Porter (1980).
4  See Porter (1990).
7  Ketels (2004).
9  Solvell et al. (2003).
10 One (anonymous) Irish cluster initiative is included in the survey. For more details on the survey see Solvell et al. (2003: 32-33).
12 It is also considerably lower than the Irish ranking of 19th on the Business Competitiveness Index, which is constructed to reflect the sustainability of current productivity levels.
13 For example see (Clancy, 2000: 12).
14 Only studies considering Porter-type clusters are included.
16 As in Rugman and D’Cruz (1993).
17 For examples of the range of cluster-based studies see Van der Linde (2002).
18 Kennedy (2001) Table 1 presents historical data.
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